
A full jump (14-15ml) is enough semen to Laprascopic AI 25-30 does (1 
time), or splash breed 12-15 does (1 time), or breed 3-6 donors 
depending on combination of breeding with Laprascopic AI and/or 
Splash AI. A half jump (7-8 ml) is enough semen to Laproscopic AI 12-15
does (1 time), or splash breed 6-8 does (1 time), or Breed 1-3 donors 
depending on combination of Laprascopic AI and/or Splash AI. The cost 
of Laprascopic AI or Splash AI, Scheduling and Shipping is the 
responsibility of the Buyer. Collection and any associated cost of 
collection will be that of consignor. If you have any questions please 
contact consignor of lots. Please be aware of block out dates in which 
buck is already booked.

It should be noted that because of semen quality, mortality and other 
environmental factors that consignor may not be able to provide semen
from first choice and will give buyer a choice of comparable bucks that 
are owned as a second choice. Consignor will provide the best quality 
semen available.



Bucks listed below are an example of the bucks that will be available for 
collection. Buyer is not limited to these bucks but they are an example of what is 
available

Hutto Bucks

Cool Ray – He Said She Said (TWSS son) x Hutto Wingman Daughter- Cool Ray is 
the Sire to 2022 State Fair Reserve Champion Wether and The Champion Star 
Wether Doe of Stratley Strubes

Rip Cord- Uno x Wingman

Taco Cat – Rocky x Duke. Sire of 2021 State Fair of Texas Grand Champion Wether

Schrank Bucks

P67

GT

MLK

Sturtz Bucks

Line Em Up  (106 – (Change My Mind x 2032)  CMM is an Onward (Fabio x 1654) x 
1801 (Flush sister to Reserve Champion Ft Worth 2018)

Allstate (Mayhem x 2006) Blue Team Wethers x Schrank Show Goats Bloodlines

212 (Pocket Change  x 2023) 5814 Bloodline x Fabio Blood Line

119 5 (Mayhem son x 1603) x Onward Daughter




